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From Print to Screens – Licensing Comics for Movies and 

Television 

• Ten Things You Should Know About 
Licensing Comics for Film and 
Television 

• I. Intro - We are in the midst of a 
feeding frenzy for content by television 
and film producers. The rise of 
streaming services from companies 
like Disney, DC, Marvel and others, 
joining services like Netflix, Hulu and 
others has made it a great time for 
comics creators for licensing their work 
for use on these platforms. In a recent 
article on the licensing business, the 
NYT quoted one exec saying "We are 
in a competition with sleep - and we 
are winning". 
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• 2. Licensing Deal Structure - One of 
the first things to understand about the 
licensing process is that for 
mainstream programs and films, 
licensing is a two-stage process. The 
first stage is the option deal, and the 
second stage is the acquisition deal. 
Most licensing contracts contain both 
stages; however it is important to 
recognize that these are separate, and 
that having your work optioned doesn't 
necessarily mean that it will later be 
acquired and produced. 

 The Boys on Amazon Prime, licensed to Sony  

by creators Garth Ennis and Darick Robertson 
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• 3. Option and Acquisition Fees - Most licensing 
deals contain at least two option periods, usually 
between 12 and 18 months each. Options are usually 
paid for, and the amount paid is often a percentage, 
usually 10%, of the acquisition or purchase price for 
the rights to the work. So if the purchase price is 
$500,000, the first option fee is $50,000. This first fee 
amount is usually deducted from the purchase price - 
so a $500,000 option deal would involve a $50,000 
option and a $450,000 purchase fee. If the 
development of a project doesn't advance far enough 
in the first option for the production company to go 
forward and purchase the rights, the company will 
exercise its right to purchase a second option period. 
This fee is typically not offset against the purchase 
price. It is not uncommon for a property to be 
optioned by more than one company - and it was 
common for some properties to take a decade or 
more before they got a production purchase - and 
other properties never got beyond the option stage. 
 

Happy on SyFy, licensed by Grant Morrison and  

Darick Robertson 
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• 4. The Range of Fees and Compensable 
Services - Creators whose work is 
licensed for film or TV production get paid 
for a variety of rights and services. These 
include the initial option fee; the initial 
purchase fee; in television deals they can 
get a per-episode rights license fee; a per-
episode executive producer fee; a per-
episode writer's fee if the creator is going 
to write screenplay episodes or the film 
screenplay; and for the graphic artist 
whose work is licensed, often production 
companies request, and pay for, additional 
artwork done for the show or film. The 
rates paid vary widely, and one important 
way to drive these fees up is to have more 
than one company bidding on the work.  

 

Supergirl licensed by DC 
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• 5. Rights You Should 
Retain - Transmedia 
Properties and the 
hierarchy problem - every 
company you license to 
will want worldwide rights 
in all formats - try to limit 
this, or alternatively, give 
rights for a year with a 
reversion, if you can. 

 

Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. licensed by Marvel 
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• 6. The Executive Producer role - and 
how some comics production companies 
seek to share that role - EP can be a very 
lucrative added element of a film or TV 
deal. particularly in TV, where you receive 
a per-episode payment. There are two 
levels of EP deals - one where you get 
paid and don't have to be on set or actually 
contribute much of anything; and the other, 
which pays more, where you actually are 
on set during filming of each episode. If 
you license your work first to a comics 
company, be careful about transferring 
ownership of the copyright to the company, 
as this can allow the company to demand 
a co-EP role in any subsequent film or TV 
deal. 

 Persepolis by Marjan Satrapi licensed for  

a feature animated film 
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• 7. Accounting and the 
Definition of Net Profits - the 
Concept of MAGR - modified 
adjusted gross receipts - the 
mantra is Net is nothing, gross is 
great. The definition of MAGR lists 
all kinds of items charged against 
the film or TV production - and 
several, including marketing costs, 
are so continuously ongoing that 
they provide a basis for the 
production company to always tell 
you there are no net profits. 

 

Tank Girl, an Australian  

Graphic Novel Comic  

Series by Martin Cooper 

and Jamie Hewlett,  

licensed as a  

feature film, now a cult 

classic 
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• 8. Reversion - what if the 
production company lets an 
option lapse? Or if they drop 
the production after one 
season of TV? Under what 
circumstances do you get 
the rights back, and do you 
have to pay anything to the 
original production company 
if another company wants to 
pick up the rights? 

 

Whiteout, by Greg 

Rucka and Steve 

Lieber, licensed as 

a feature film 
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• 9. Creative Control Issues 
- no production company will 
give you absolute creative 
control or veto power over 
the final product. What some 
companies will do is agree 
that they won't make 
fundamental changes to the 
nature of the characters or 
the story-line without your 
consent. 

 

V for Vendetta, by 

Alan Moore,  

licensed as a  

feature film 
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• 10. Using Agents and Lawyers in licensing 
deals. - Agents are great at finding companies 
that are interested in your work, and at getting 
more than one company interested so you can 
have a bidding war. Most lawyers don't have 
those industry contacts. Lawyers are essential 
for reviewing studio contracts and negotiating 
deal points. The typical contract deal starts with 
a deal point memo that lays out the key points - 
often this is all the parties need to start 
production - and later the long-form (30 - 80 
pages) agreement follows.  

• Vet your lawyer and agent choices carefully. 
Inexperienced lawyers, or those with a bad rep 
in the industry, can really hurt your ability to get 
a good deal. 

• Last words - be patient - getting that first 
licensing deal may take years. 

 

Sin City: A Dame to Kill  

For, licensed by Frank  

Miller from a graphic  

novel series 



Old School Distribution 



Old School Distribution 



Digital Distribution 



Comics in Motion? 



Digital Bundles 



Digital Bundles 



Crowd Funding –Existing Inventory 



Crowd Funding – New Content 



Crowd Funding – Ancillary Products 



Crowd Funding – Ancillary Products 



Crowd Funding – Exclusives and Variants 


